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(What We Talk About When We Talk About) Judicial Temperament
Terry A. Maroney*
[I]t seems to me that temperament is the key to everything else that one
does on the bench.1
Elusive as it is important, judicial temperament is notoriously hard to define.2

Introduction
Judicial temperament is simultaneously the thing we3 think all judges must have and the
thing that no one can quite put a finger on. The usual human response to worrying about
something you can’t pin down is anxiety. One moves from anxiety to action through specificity:
a shape emerges from the fog, and we see what we are dealing with and what it demands from
us. With temperament we have kept ourselves in the fog.
Being perceived as having a good temperament can get a judge confirmed or elevated;
the opposite can stop her at the gate, or, if she already is serving, get her reprimanded or
removed from the bench.4 Indeed, former Senator Joseph Biden has stated that, in evaluating
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federal-court nominees, he and his colleagues “worry” about temperament most of all.5 It is
intellectually and practically intolerable to have so much rest on so indeterminate a concept. If
this key ingredient of judicial fitness remains as “[e]lusive as it is important,”6 it will remain a
cipher in which one sees what one wants, in whose lack one sees what one fears. We need to
know what we are talking about when we are talking about judicial temperament.
It’s not that people have not tried to wrangle the concept of judicial temperament; they
have. But such efforts are scattered, relatively thin, and tend to follow one of two approaches.
The first approach is to present laundry lists of desirable judicial qualities and behaviors without
articulating what, if anything, unifies the list. The second approach, in contrast, treats judicial
temperament as a fundamentally mysterious quality that one either has or does not have. Both
approaches do a deep disservice to a critical measure of judicial fitness.
The list-of-good-things approach, for its part, is unduly capacious. Consider this
sweeping concept offered by the prominent legal commentator Jeffrey Rosen, who wrote that
temperament embraces “personality, character, upbringing and education, formative career
experiences, work habits, and behavior when interacting with others.”7 We see similar sweep
(and only partial overlap) in the definition of temperament used by the influential American Bar
Association Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary: “compassion, decisiveness,
open-mindedness, courtesy, patience, freedom from bias, and commitment to equal justice under
the law.”8 Other nominations for the category include humility, collegiality, wit, pragmatism, a
“common touch,” likability, “the capacity and inclination to treat litigants as equals,” sensitivity
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to racial and gender issues, not being addicted to drugs or alcohol, and absence of a criminal
record.9
A concept that devolves to a highly diverse list of attributes that may or may not relate to
one another lacks analytic distinction. It provides us inadequate tools with which to distinguish
one person from another and fails to reflect the reasons for doing so. We might as well as
whether the person is, or would be, a “good judge.”
That is the fault of the second approach, which suffers not from too much diverse content
but from too little content at all. Without clear parameters upon which to rely, those asked to
opine about an actual or potential judge’s temperament typically fall back on a
thumbs-up-or-down. Typical among the assessments of now-Justice Elena Kagan, for example,
was this comment: “her temperament is splendid.”10 The late Justice Antonin Scalia once offered
an opposing but equally conclusory self-assessment. Asked “Is there such thing as an ideal
judicial temperament, and if so, what is it?,” he replied, “If there is one, I don't have it.”11
With no clear criteria to distinguish splendid from bad, or either pole from the points in
between, one questions the utility of the concept at all. It could even have negative utility. As
others have noted, because of its murkiness “judicial temperament often has been a smoke screen
for other objections to a nominee’s candidacy.”12 When Louis Brandeis was nominated to the
U.S. Supreme Court, for example, the New York Sun called him “utterly and even ridiculously
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unfit,” and a group of “prominent Bostonians, including the president of Harvard, signed a
petition” attacking his temperament.13 That accusation now seems wildly off-base in light of the
reverence with which many now regard both Brandeis the man and Brandeis the judge. The
objection was likely motivated by ideology, politics, and anti-Semitism.14
Politics can infect temperament-talk, but they also can illuminate it. The 2016 election
of President Donald Trump made temperament a hot topic the way the 2009 confirmation
hearings for Justice Sonia Sotomayor made “empathy” go “radioactive.”15 Trump’s detractors
uniformly attacked his temperamental fitness to be President,16 complaining about “impulsivity,
lack of verbal restraint,” reactivity when taunted, and love of “creating disorder”—not to
mention alleged misogyny and mental health problems.17 Even his supporters were concerned:
temperament was their single biggest worry.18 This rare convergence evidences a baseline,
shared belief that some cluster of personal traits makes individuals more or less suited to
particular positions of authority. Whether we are talking about judges or other government
officials, then, we are trying to capture something about the human being. In order to predict
how he or she will act in a specific set of circumstances, we are trying to get a sense of what he
or she generally is like.19
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So far, so good. But this episode in American political history further demonstrates how
elastic the concept can be. During the campaign Trump declared temperament to be his
“strongest asset, maybe by far.”20 He characterized his temperament as a “winning” one, that is,
consisting of knowing “how to win”21—not a quality commonly seen on any temperamental
inventory, diverse though they are. In a statement with strong parallels to the judicial context, a
prominent commentator observed that “a president’s temperament is his most important quality
and it is the hardest to measure in the candidates.”22 Like “leadership,” “character,” and
“values,” the concept—whether applied to executive officials or judges—can “get shapeless
pretty fast.”23
Our concept of judicial temperament need not, and should not, remain simultaneously
vital and shapeless. This Article seeks to articulate judicial temperament’s theoretical core and in
so doing to fundamentally re-orient how we think and talk about it. It posits that we ought to
think of judicial temperament as a deep-seated set of specific personal traits—separable from
intellect, training, and ideology—that, in dialectic with judicial environments and the predictable
demands of judging, drive behaviors that we may deem desirable or undesirable according to the
dominant normative expectations of our era. This way of thinking about judicial temperament
synergizes with how our sister discipline of psychology conceptualizes human temperament.
Psychology offers law a sharper notion of how temperament operates structurally and of what is
consists substantively.
The Article proceeds as follows.
Part I offers an overview of extant notions of judicial temperament. The idea that the
good judge is characterized by highly personal, non-intellectual traits has deep roots. Aristotle
20
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included “temperance” among his four judicial virtues, alongside justice, prudence, and
fortitude.24 Some centuries later Senator Lindsey Graham, questioning Neil Gorsuch at his
confirmation hearing for the Tenth Circuit, emphasized that “being a judge is more than being
smart”; to predict who will be a good judge “you have got to understand people underneath.”25
This Part examines how we have attempted to discern and measure the qualities that lie
“underneath” and what behaviors those qualities are thought to impede or promote. It distills
both extant theoretical accounts (of which there are few) and the practice-oriented
literature—judicial selection guidelines, codes of conduct, performance evaluation standards,
disciplinary standards, and statements at confirmation hearings—to glean insight on
commonalities and variance.
Though variance abounds, these sources do shed light on the behavioral work we hope
temperament to perform. Judicial temperament generally is thought to manifest in consistent
exercises of patience, level-headedness in challenging moments, treating people with courtesy,
projecting a dignified demeanor, and being a respectful colleague. Perhaps surprisingly, some of
the qualities commonly mentioned as undergirding these behaviors are emotional in nature, such
as compassion. The same is true of qualities set out as judicial temperament’s foils, particularly a
tendency to be quick to both feel and act out of anger.
The Article then turns to the psychological literature on temperament and personality,26
in which emotion also is central. Part II sets forth two fundamental psychological insights that
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together clarify what we ought to talk about when we talk about judicial temperament. First,
temperament has a structural component. It operates as a constraint on the possible self; is an
important determinant of behavior, particularly behavior under stress; and is not a unitary quality
that one has or does not have but, rather, a cluster of qualities that determine one’s goodness of
fit with particular environmental constraints and challenges. Second, temperament has a
substantive component. It devolves largely to trait-level patterns of emotional reactivity and
self-regulation. The traits underlying a term-of-art invocation of judicial temperament—that is,
use of the term to signify that which is desirable in a judge—are, first, a tendency toward
affiliation, prosociality, and empathy, and, second, relative skill with emotional and behavioral
regulation, particularly the regulation of impulses.27
When we talk about judicial temperament, then, we ought to be talking largely about
emotion—both the emotional traits that sit at a person’s core and the behaviors those traits are
likely to promote given the constraints and challenges of a particular judicial environment.
Calling on these structural and substantive insights to build a foundational theory of judicial
temperament has wide-reaching implications. It can shape mechanisms of judicial selection,
training, support, and discipline. It can inform how we sort people into the specific judicial roles
in which they are most likely to thrive. It also can affect how we construct and support the
environments in which we ask our judges to work, in order to maximize chances of thriving (and
minimize chances of failure) given their expected range of temperaments.
This new theoretical account also presents particular dangers. If the primary vice of
extant accounts is indeterminacy, the primary vice of this one may be overdeterminacy. There is
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nothing in this new account that guarantees that vice, but there is reason to worry that said vice
might manifest. Part III concretizes those dangers by showing the ways in which our seemingly
constant human drive to categorize ourselves and one another has manifested in schemes ranging
from silly28 to evil.29 It specifies how this theory should not be used, thus inviting robust
exploration of the many other ways in which it could.
The Article concludes by reflecting on the theoretical merits of its proposed account of
judicial temperament. A theory should, first, explain.30 This one explains why we have persisted
in our belief in the existence and importance of something called judicial temperament, despite
our equally persistent inability to get our arms around it. It also explains why certain qualities,
such as compassion and patience, appear on most laundry lists. The theory also supports my
instinct that being “prone to anger episodes that are relatively frequent and extreme,” a tendency
I observed while researching judicial anger episodes, might lie at the heart of the puzzle of
judicial temperament31—though this research has significantly expanded upon that instinct.
A theory should also predict, a function “more subtle and more difficult.”32 This one
predicts that specific traits will manifest in desirable judicial behaviors (or their opposite) in
interaction with certain features of diverse judicial environments. This new theory of judicial
temperament can be probed, argued with, and tested, an iterative process that will meaningfully
enhance our collective understanding of this critical aspect of judicial fitness—and, ultimately,
our ability to operationalize that understanding through valid, reliable processes.
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